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THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 

CONNECTICUT IN TRANSFORMATION FROM COLONY TO STATE COMMONWEALTH 

R. J. PURCELL. Connecticut in Transition, 1775-1818. x and 471 pp.; maps, bibliogr., 
index. American Historical Assoc., Washington, D. C., Oxford University Press, 
London, I918. 8 x 52 inches. 

This doctoral dissertation in history is set forth as a study of the transition of Connect!- 
cut from an aristocratic and theocratic colony to a democratic and modern commonwealth. 
The introduction outlines an admirable opportunity, within clear-cut bounds of time and 
space, for accurate and worth-while evaluation of the geographic, economic, social, and 
political forces which'underlie every constitutional change. 

Unfortunately the book does not bear out its promise, for it resolves itself into a minute 
analysis of the political phenomena which accompanied the change from government 
under charter to government under constitution. The study of social life is confined to 
religion; the chapters on economic conditions are infirm and lack articulation with the 
thesis of the book; and geography is dismissed with an implication that since Connecticut 
possessed no back country, sectionalism could not figure. The reader is repeatedly told 
that the roots of constitutional evolution lay in religious dissent and in economic develop- 
ment, but nowhere is he shown how this soil produced a budding democracy. In this im- 
portant matter the thesis is not maintained. 

Quite aside from the failure of the author to reach his avowed goal, the book is a con- 
spicuous example of certain shortcomings which the monograph seems to breed. Most 
deplorable of these is the parochial viewpoint with which the subject is treated-scores 
of persons and dozens of places are mentioned with little or no effort to orient them in the 
reader's mind. Ninety-nine out of a hundred persons who pick up the book will be com- 
pletely at sea unless they provide themselves with a dictionary of biography and an atlas 
of Connecticut. 

Dullness in a doctor's dissertation has come to be expected and tolerated, but in the case 
in question persistent ambiguity of phraseology accentuates this characteristic, with which 
is closely associated a habit of violating rhetorical principles and an occasional trespass on 
grammar. 

This is not the place to review the value of the work as a treatise in history. The geog- 
rapher may well ask, however, what such close and assiduous perusal of contemporary 
records (the bibliography covers thirty-four pages) yields him. This matter may be sum- 
marized under five heads: (I) the distribution of dissenting sects, (2) the extent of agri- 
culture as a dominant occupation, (3) the location of centers of commerce, (4) the dis- 
tribution of rising manufacturing districts, and (5) the centers and spreading area of political 
groups opposed to the dominant aristocratic Federalism. In each case the reader must 
make his own synthesis and interpretation, for only scattered facts are given. 

Organized dissent from Congregationalism spread into the state from adjacent centers 
of "infection"- Episcopalianism from New York and Baptism from Rhode Island. Metho- 
dists, Separatist Congregationalists, and minor sects possessed no such advantage, but all 
grew under the desire to escape the tithes levied by societies of the Establishment, or to 
realize a goal of social democracy. Middletown became an important center, and the river 
and seaboard towns generally showed more dissenting than established societies by 1818. 
The upland counties were least hospitable to new-fangled religion. 

The Berkshire upland remained dominantly agricultural, and to a less extent this was 
true of the upland east of Hartford (Tolland County). These were areas of greatest relative 
emigration, either to near-by manufacturing centers or to the west. With the introduction 
of merino sheep, the development of manufacturing, and the improvement of roads farms 
rose in value, and a new economic liaison was effected between factory villages and sur- 
rounding food-and-wool-producing farm districts. Lowland farms and the gentle upland 
of Windham County profited most by this change. 

Seafaring populations existed in all the coast and river towns, and with the Napoleonic 
Wars their business grew apace, only to be impaired by the Embargo of I809 and per- 
manently curtailed by the recrudescence of British shipping after I815. Such towns as 
could do so turned to manufacturing, and shipping became a secondary interest every- 
where. 

Manufacture was slow to take root because of lack of capital; but with the decline of 
shipping, the improvement in sheep rearing, and the expansion of textile manufacturing 
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from the neighboring state of Rhode Island, both woolen and cotton factories came to be 
important. A picture of I818 is cited: "In . . . eastern . . . Connecticut the traveller's 
eye is charmed with the view of delightful villages, suddenly rising as it were by magic, 
along the banks of some meandering rivulet; flourishing by the influence and fostered 
by the protecting arm of manufactures" (p. 128. Statistics are presented on pages 137 and 
138). The Republicans supported manufacturing and in return received much of their 
support from the growing laboring population of the villages and cities. 

The origin and expansion of Republicanism is proclaimed but not portrayed. Where 
there was dissent or manufacturing, there was a Republican stronghold. Political success 
crowned the efforts of years only when the aristocratic manufacturing and banking dis- 
senters joined forces with the humble and poor but numerous laboring dissenters. The 
final test, which took the form of a referendum on the Constitution of I8i8, showed that 
Fairfield and New London Counties (on the lowland, and bordering New York and Rhode 
Island respectively) gave the heaviest majorities for ratification, whereas Litchfield, Hart- 
ford, and Tolland Counties, comprising mostly agricultural upland, opposed the new in- 
strument of government. New Haven and Middlesex, agricultural lowland counties 
containing large urban centers, and Windham, a manufacturing and farming section 
adjacent to Rhode Island, ratified the change by moderate majorities (table, p. 412). 

The three maps, showing distribution of dissenting sects and of votes on two critical 
occasions, are inadequately labeled and can be seen in their true geographic perspective 
only in comparison with a relief map of the state. 

D. S. WHITTLESEY 

A MONOGRAPH ON LIMOUSIN 

ALFRED LEROUX. G6ographie statistique et historique du Pays limousin depuis 
les origines jusqu'A nos jours. 207 pp.; maps. Imprimerie et Librairie Limousines, 
Ducourtieux & Gout, Limoges, I919. IO x 62/ inches. 

The Limousin was the name of an old province of France lying about halfway between 
the Garonne and the Loire on the northwestern edge of that great plateau of ancient 
and, for the most part, crystalline rocks that farther east constitute the Massif Central. 
The book before us (a revised and much enlarged version of an earlier work by the same 
author) opens with a very brief account of the physical geography of this region; for more 
detailed information in this regard the reader is referred to A. Demangeon's excellent 
article on the relief of the Limousin (Ann. de Geogr., Vol. 19, 1910, pp. 120-149; reviewed 
in Bull. Amer. Geogr. Soc., Vol. 42, I9IO, pp. 840-842) and to a study by Paul Castelnau 
on the relief of the soil of the Haut-Limousin (Ann. de Geogr., Vol. 23, I914, pp. 80-83). 
Leroux's main purpose is to set forth the history of the geographical circonscriptions or 
subdivisions of various kinds into which the Limousin has been apportioned from the 
times when it formed the home of a Celtic tribe, the Lemovices, or, a little later, when it 
was the pagus Lemovicinus major of the Romans, down to the present day when it con- 
stitutes the three departements of Haute-Vienne, Correze, and Creuse. An immensely com- 
plicated history this, though it is quite typical of the history of any one of the former 
French provinces. Two or three striking facts stand out in the confusing story of the 
evolution of the Celtic, Roman, ecclesiastical, feudal, royal, and republican territorial 
units: pagi, dioceses, parishes, seigneuries, baillages, generalites, elections, and finally departe- 
ments and arrondissements. 

Of all of these circumscriptions only one has persisted through the ages with no essential 
change: the diocese of Limoges is the present-day representative of the pagus Lemovicinus 
of the Romans, of the diocese of the early Gallic church, and of the province of Limousin 
under the ancien regime. It is also constantly borne in on us that "from whatever origin 
they may be . . . our divisions into circumscriptions are (except in a few cases) without 
any close correlation with the configuration of the soil" (p. I99) and that "we must note as 
a fact worthy of comment that the linguistic, juridicial, and economic frontiers . . . never 
coincide either with the geographic frontier of the Pays limousin nor with any chain of hills 
nor any course of water" (p. I63). This book will give but little satisfaction to the geogra- 
pher looking for evidences of geographic controls and environmental influences over the 
complexities of political and administrative territorial divisions. 

Leroux's book also gives us some valuable data regarding other matters: lines of com- 
munication, distribution of population, cities, educational and charitable institutions. 
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